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It’s a fact

Decorating your home is a growing 

trend. Especially during Christmas.  

85% of the European families has some 

kind of Christmas decoration in or 

around their houses.

Facts & Figures

TREND SPOTTING!
Product certification is becoming increasingly important within the promotional products industry. Being able to guarantee that the 
products you offer are absolutely safe will not only reassure your customers, but will also support the growth of your business. Good 
news! All products in our assortment are certified and comply with European laws and regulations. 

All our products have

EUROPEAN  
CERTIFICATION 

4872 Christmas ball with red ribbon and six red blinking LED lights, batteries included. Size 7,9 × 9 × 7,9 cm Packing details 12 / 72 

4967 Heart shaped hanging ornament with a red bow. Size 6,8 × 6,8 × 2,5 cm 
Packing details 72 / 288 

5507 Small, plastic Christmas ball set with seventeen balls (ø 3 cm), presented in a 
plastic gift box, with the shape of a Christmas tree. It includes nine shiny balls and eight 
glitter balls. Size 20 × 12 × 2,5 cm Packing details 30 / 60 

4887 Music box with winder and a Christmas ball inside. The music box plays a 
well known Christmas tune. Size 11,1 × 11,1 × 14,2 cm Packing details 6 / 24 

View 
the movie 

here

 Whilst the utmost care has been taken in compiling this catalogue, no claim can be made about any errors or omissions, for whatever reason. The prices and descriptions in this catalogue are not binding. We reserve the right to modify the prices, sizes, colour and materials. All prices are 
exclusive of VAT. Printing positions shown in this catalogue are indicative. All articles are delivered without food and/or drinks. All electronic items include batteries. Our products are not leak proof or dishwasher safe, unless specifically mentioned otherwise in the product description.  48 
hour production time for laserengraving only applies to promotional gifts marked with the 48 hour icon and for amounts up to 250 pieces per order.
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Do it together, fun & laughter 
guaranteed!

COLOUR your 
Christmas

Christmas

EUROPEAN
CERTIFICATION?
YES, WE HAVE!

5222 Set of Christmas decoration boxes with carry handles and 3D knitted figures 
with accessories. Size 18 × 22 × 12 cm Packing details 12 

5259 Christmas decoration box with a lid and 3D knitted figures with accessories. 
Size 23 × 10,5 × 27 cm Packing details 24 

3305 Ceramic Christmas mug supplied with six paints and a brush. Size 8,1 × 9,4 
× 8,4 cm Packing details 24 

4729 Wooden stand decoration of Santa Claus with two red cubes with white 
digits, to be used as an advent calendar. Size 11,3 × 16 × 3,9 cm Packing details 6 / 48 

3297 Two plaster Christmas balls supplied with six paints and a brush. Size Ø 6,2 
× 6,2 cm Packing details 36 

4611 Wooden house advent calendar with drawers and four hinged storage 
places in the roof. Size 17,5 × 17,3 × 12,8 cm Packing details 12 
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4896 Glass holder in the shape of a Christmas tree including a small, white 
candle; presented in a glossy red gift box with transparent lid and ribbon.  Size 9,9 × 
9,4 × 2,3 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

5039 Decorated glass candle holder with tea light, 
wrapped in transparent foil with a red ribbon closing. Size Ø 5 
× 6,3 cm Packing details 60 / 120 

5836 Glass holder in the shape of a star including a small, white candle; presented 
in a glossy red gift box with transparent lid and ribbon.  Size 8 × 8 × 2,4 cm Packing 
details 50 / 100 

4987 Acrylic Christmas light on a white holder with on/off button, batteries included. Size 5,7 × 9,9 × 3,7 cm Packing details 24 / 240 

4290 100% polyester micro mink (190gr/m2), anti-pilling blanket with Sherpa on 
the inside, folded and wrapped with matching ribbon. Size 120 × 155 cm Packing 
details 10 

6192 LoyalTea® winter tea, with 40 grams of loose tea and a tea infuser with chain. 
Size 7,3 × 7,3 × 9,3 cm Packing details 20 

6081 Aluminium nut cracker in shape of a deer; presented in a luxurious gift box. 
Size 19,5 × 15,4 × 4,3 cm Packing details 24 

View 
the movie 

here

5468 Cotton, house shoes with duck feather and down filling; the bottom 
inlcudes non-slip silicone dots, packed in a plastic and non-woven zipper bag 
with matching carry strap.  Size 24 × 27,5 × 7 cm Packing details 30 
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4053 Plastic Santa Claus shaped ballpen with blinking light, 
includes a white cap, blue ink, batteries included. Size Ø 4,4 × 20,4 cm 
Packing details 500 

2532 Christmas themed soft toy animal holding a fleece blanket (unfolded: 
+/- 102 x 77cm), includes tag for printing purposes. Size 15 × 16,5 × 25 cm Packing 
details 60 

7408 Santa Claus shaped stress ball made from a PU foam material. Size Ø 6,7 × 
6,7 cm Packing details 125 / 250 

3120 Felt Christmas hat. Size 40 × 30 × 0,5 cm Packing details 288 

5229 PVC, Christmas themed, self heating re-usable hot pad, to apply heat 
squeeze the metal disk several times. To re-use, immerse in hot water for 6-8 minutes, 
or until liquid is clear. Size Ø 8 × 1 cm Packing details 50 / 200 

5260 PVC, Christmas themed, self heating re-usable hot pad in shape of a warm 
water bag, packed in a knitted red warm sleeve. To apply heat squeeze the metal disk 
several times. To re-use, immerse in hot water for 6-8 minutes, or until liquid is clear. 
Size 16 × 8 × 1,5 cm Packing details 30 / 120 

HOHOHO

5721 Set of three pilar candles in different sizes: ø 5 x 7,5/9,7/14,8 cms, including 
a clear glass plate and three decorative pine cones; presented in a colourful gift box. 
Size 14,5 × 14,8 × 14,5 cm Packing details 12 
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The amount of 
energy in the 
battery

mAh

550 mAh

1000 mAh

2200 mAh

2600 mAh

3000 mAh

4000 mAh

5000 mAh

mA

0,55 hours

1 hours

2,2 hours

2,6 hours

3 hours

4 hours

5 hours

Power banks

Power your season: 
boost your business!

7074 ABS power bank with Li-ion battery with a capacity of 2200mAh, input of 
5V 500mA micro, and output of 5V 1000mAh, includes a white Micro USB/USB cable 
(approx. 32 cm.), suitable for most electronic devices. Tube to be filled with a printed 
paper. Size Ø 2,5 × 9,7 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

4200 ABS powerbank with Li-ion battery with a capacity of 2200mAh, an input of 
5V/1000mAh, and an output of 5V/1000mAh, includes a USB/Micro USB cable, suitable 
for most mobile phones, tablets, digital cameras, portable video games, GPS, and MP3. 
Size 2,5 × 2,5 × 9,2 cm Packing details 100 

High
tension

6213 Aluminium power bank with a capacity of 2600mAh, DC output 5V/1A, 
and input 5V/800mAh, including a three in one cable which can be used for charging 
mobile phones or mp3 players. Size 9,4 × 2,2 × 2,1 cm Packing details 50 

4199 Aluminium power bank with Li-ion battery, with a capacity of 2600mAh, an 
input of 5V/1000mAh, and an output of 5V/100mAh, includes a USB/Micro USB cable, 
suitable for most mobile phones, tablets, digital cameras, portable video games, GPS, 
and MP3. Size 2,2 × 2,2 × 9,4 cm Packing details 100 

View 
the movie 

here

The speed of charging 
the mobile device*

* Output at 1.000 mA

Average Smartphone:  1.000   -  3.500 mAh 
Average tablet: 4.000   -  11.500 mAh

Battery capacity

4.000 mAh 
input 5V / 500mA

4.000 mAh 
output 5V / 500mA

5 hr

8 hr

To ensure the safety of our power banks 
we have done everything to adhere to the 
rules set for safety. All our power banks 
are certified and comply with European 
laws and regulations. Ask us about it!
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7092 Aluminium power bank with a capacity of 2200mAh, input of 5V 500mA, 
and an output of 5V 1A, includes a digital power indicator in red digits on the upper 
right corner and a white USB/Micro USB cable (approx. 32 cm.). Size 9 × 2,3 × 2,3 cm 
Packing details 50 / 100 

7091 ABS triangular power bank with a capacity of 2200mAh, input of 5V 500mA 
and output of 5V 1000mA. The grey strip at the bottom includes 12 suction cups. 
Includes a white USB/micro USB cable (approx. 32 cm.), suitable for most electronic 
devices. Size 9,1 × 3,3 × 3 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

7094 ABS, credit card model, power bank with a Li-polymer battery with a 
capacity of 2000 mAh, input of 5V 550Ma, and  output of 5V 1A. The sides and the back 
of the powerbank are coloured, the front is glossy white, includes a white USB/Micro 
USB cable. Size 9 × 5,3 × 0,7 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

7081 Aluminium power bank with a capacity of 2000mAh, input of 5V 500mA and 
output of 5V 1A, including torch function, with a 1 watt bulb (70 lumen). The wristband 
is also the cable to charge the powerbank, suitable for most electronic devices. Size Ø 
3 × 11,6 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

7093 Aluminium power bank with a Li-polymer battery with a capacity of 2000mAh, input of 5V 500mA, and output of 5V 1A. 
The matching colour wristband (approx. 23 cm.), is also the cable to charge the powerbank and suitable for most electronic devices. 
Size 10,5 × 4 × 1 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

1800 Aluminium power bank with a capacity of 2000 mAh, an input of DC5V 1.A, 
an output of 1DC5V 1.A, includes a pocket torch to be used by turning the head.  Size 
Ø 2,5 × 12,6 cm Packing details 45 / 90 

GET A GRIP 
on your powerbank!

View 
the movie 

here

View 
the movie 

here

View 
the movie 

here
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2091 Plastic solar charger with 1000mAh, input 5v/500mAh, output 
5v/500mAh-800m, a carry handle on top and three LED lights on the bottom, 
including a cable with different attachments. Size 5,1 × 10,2 × 1,2 cm Packing details 
100 

Power banks

Wherever you go

5368 Aluminium solar charger, with a 5,0V/130mA solar panel, Li-battery 
3000mAh, DC input 5.0V/1A, DC output (USB-L), 5V/800mA, DC output (USB-H); 
5.0V/1.2A, including 3-in-1 cable, suitable for most mobile phones. Size 11,7 × 6,1 × 1,2 
cm Packing details 50 

5369 Aluminium solar charger, with a 5.V/70mA 0.35W solar panel, DC   DC input 
5V/1A, DC output 5V/1A. Including cables suitable for Nokia 6101, micro USB, mini USB, 
suitable for most mobile phones. Size 9,5 × 4,4 × 1,1 cm Packing details 50 

7083 ABS Li-polymer power bank with a capacity of 5000mAh, input of 5V/1A, 
and output of 1A/2.1/A/5V. Both sides are shiny with a silver coloured rim. Includes 
5 blue LED power indication lights and a white USB/micro USB cable (approx. 32 cm.). 
Size 12,2 × 7,2 × 1,1 cm Packing details 25 / 50 

5275 Aluminium power bank, with a capacity of 5000mAh, an input of 5V/1A and 
an output of 5V/1A, five blue LED lights for power indication, an USB port, and a micro 
USB port, and an on/off button. Including one USB/micro USB cable. Size 12 × 6,5 × 1,1 
cm Packing details 25 / 50 

DON’T 
PANIC!
SAFETY FIRST!
Promotional products must comply with strict 
European laws and regulations. Each type of product 
has specific guidelines for this. Our products have an 
official certificate that proves that they comply with 
the European laws and regulations (RoHS, REACH, 
WEEE, etc.), as well as the social compliance in the 
field of promotional items.

EUROPEAN
CERTIFICATION?
YES, WE HAVE!

Our products are  
PHTHALATES free

Electric and electronic 
products are offered 
separately for waste 

disposal

Not susceptible to 
interference from other 

devices

Safety / environment / health Product features

Battery Magnet

View 
the movie 

here

7089 Aluminium power bank with a Li-polymer battery with a capacity of 
4000mAh, input of5V/A, and output of 1A/5V, includes a digital power indicator in red 
digits on the upper right corner and a white USB/Micro USB cable (approx. 32 cm.). 
Size 7 × 12 × 0,9 cm Packing details 25 / 50 

Our products have 
no banned AZO dyes
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6685 Svepa PU zippered travel wallet with integrated 4000mAh power bank, a 
front pocket, rubber bands for holding small items, and different pockets, a cable with 
a 2-in-1 connector suitable for a micro USB and other phones. Size 24 × 14,3 × 2,5 cm 
Packing details 20 

3050 A4 PU folder with magnetic closing, with an internal pocket for a tablet, a 
pocket for a Smartphone, and other compartments. Includes a 4000mAh power bank 
with multiple plugs; USB, micro USB and a twenty paged notebook and pen loop. Size 
26 × 32 × 2 cm Packing details 18 

6725 A5 Svepa PU document folder, with integrated 5000mAh power bank, a rubber casing suitable to hold a tablet, with 
different pockets, a lined note pad, and a cable with a 2-in-1 connector suitable for a micro USB and other phones. Size 27 × 24 × 
3,5 cm Packing details 10 

6729 A4 Svepa PU document folder with zipper, integrated 5000mAh power bank, 20 page notepad, inside pockets and rubber 
bands for holding small items. The back of the folder includes the on/off button with four blue LED light indicators. Size 34 × 26 × 3 
cm Packing details 10

MULTI
functional

View 
the movie 

here

View 
the movie 

here

6692 Svepa PU zippered travel wallet with a large variety of rubber bands on the 
inside for storing small items. Size 25,5 × 17,5 × 3 cm Packing details 40 

Power banks
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Facts & Figures

An attractive pen is not just 

a writing instrument, 

but also a stylish 

accessory! It’s a fact

it is said that a pen can write up to

2,7 kilometres 
of writing. And do you know 
what the first thing is that almost 
everyone writes with a new pen? 
Their own name!

‘Green’ promotional gifts are on the up and up. Of all companies that purchased 
promotional gifts in 2014, 28% (also) chose to buy ‘green’ ones. For nearly 
half of those companies, more than 25% of the promotional gifts purchased 
were ‘green’. More than a third of the companies that did not purchase ‘green’ 
promotional gifts did consider doing so.

TREND SPOTTING!

TIP

LASER 
ENGRAVING
WITHIN
48 HOURS*

*PARKER, WATERMAN & ROTRING ONLY.  
FOR AMOUNTS UP TO 250 PIECES PER ORDER.

LASER ENGRAVED WITH 
YOUR LOGO WITHIN 48 HOURS 
AFTER APPROVAL OF THE 
DIGITAL PROOF

1418 Parker Urban stainless steel ballpen with twist action, with gift box 
(delivered separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1,3 × 13,6 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

3744 Parker Vector stainless steel rollerball with gift box (delivered separately), 
blue ink. Size Ø 1,3 × 13,1 cm Packing details 12 / 150 

3742 Parker Vector stainless steel ballpen with gift box (delivered separately), blue 
ink. Size Ø 1,3 × 12,5 cm Packing details 12 / 150 

1562 Waterman Hemisphere Essential stainless steel ballpen with twist action, 
with gift box (delivered separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1,4 × 13,7 cm Packing details 25 

1564 Waterman Hemisphere Essential stainless steel fountain pen, with gift box 
(delivered separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1,4 × 13,7 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

48 hours 
production

only!

This is new!
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11Parker

Also 
available 
with black 

refill

2100 Parker Jotter stainless steel ballpen with gift box (delivered separately), blue 
ink. Size Ø 0,9 × 12,5 cm Packing details 10 / 100 

7235 Waterman Hemisphere De Luxe Silky Black rollerball with gift box (delivered 
separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1,1 × 13,7 cm Packing details 10 / 100 

5167 Parker IM metal ballpen with accents in chrome, with gift box (delivered 
separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1,8 × 13,6 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

7237 Waterman Hemisphere De Luxe Silky Black CT fountain pen with gift box 
(delivered separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1 × 13,7 cm Packing details 10 / 100 

3475 Waterman Graduate chrome rollerball with gift box (delivered separately), 
blue ink. Size Ø 1,1 × 13,4 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

7233 Waterman Hemisphere De Luxe Silky Black CT ballpen with gift box 
(delivered separatley), blue ink. Size Ø 0,9 × 13,1 cm Packing details 10 / 100 

THE PERFECT 
WRITING

This is new!
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The pen 
is mightier
than the 
sword

8882 Parker Vector metal ballpen with gift box (delivered separately), blue ink. 
Size Ø 1,3 × 13,2 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

5168 Parker IM metal rollerball with accents in chrome, with gift box (delivered 
separately), black ink. Size Ø 1,4 × 13,8 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

8510 Parker Vector metal rollerball with gift box (delivered separately), blue ink. 
Size Ø 1,3 × 13,3 cm Packing details 12 / 750 

LASER 
ENGRAVING 
WITHIN 48 
HOURS*

*PARKER, WATERMAN & ROTRING ONLY. FOR AMOUNTS UP TO 250 PIECES PER ORDER.
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5431 Rotring brass ballpen with push button and chrome layered accents, 
supplied in gift box (delivered seperately), blue ink. Size Ø 1 × 13,8 cm Packing 
details 2000 

5429 Rotring metal ballpen with silver coloured  accents, supplied in gift box 
(delivered seperately), blue ink. Size Ø 0,9 × 14,2 cm Packing details 50 / 1000 

5433 Waterman Graduate chrome ballpen with gift box (delivered separately), 
blue ink. Size Ø 0,9 × 13,8 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

8507 Parker Jotter stainless steel mechanical pencil, 0,5 mm., with gift box 
(delivered separately). Size Ø 1,3 × 12,8 cm Packing details 100 / 400 

8509 Parker Jotter stainless steel ballpen with push button, with gift box 
(delivered separately), blue ink. Size Ø 1,3 × 12,8 cm Packing details 10 / 100 

7115 Parker IM metal fountain pen, with lacquered and chrome accents, with gift 
box (delivered separately), blue ink. Size Ø 0,9 × 13,8 cm Packing details 10 / 200 

EUROPEAN
CERTIFICATION?
YES, WE HAVE!

7129 PU luxurious black pen case, suitable for one pen, with a black shiny metal 
plate for printing purposes (size 2.6 x 2,6 cm), a black velvet inside, and a magnet 
closing.   Size 16,5 × 2,8 × 2,8 cm Packing details 50 / 200 

7130 PU luxurious black pen case, suitable for two pens, with a black shiny metal 
plate for printing purposes (size 5 x 2,5 cm), a black velvet inside, and a magnet closing.  
Size 16,5 × 5,2 × 2,8 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

SIGN 
ME 
UP
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Individual 
personalization

3444 Aluminium ballpen with push button and arrow shaped metal clip, blue 
ink. Size Ø 1 × 13,5 cm Packing details 50 / 500

2889 Soft feel notebook (approx. A6) with a PU cover, with ninety-six lined pages, ribbon marker and 
matching coloured, elastic nylon band for closing. Size 9 × 14 × 1,3 cm Packing details 25 / 100 

3076 Soft feel note book (approx. A5) with a PU cover, ninety-six lined pages, ribbon marker 
and matching coloured, elastic nylon band for closing. Size 14 × 21 × 1,5 cm Packing details 25 
/ 50 

Unique option:
Your logo everlasting!

Everybody their 
own printed gift

Our hotstamp option on items 2889 and 3076

OUR
GREATEST

  PRINTING
TECHNIQUES

LASER 
ENGRAVING 
WITHIN 48 
HOURS*

SEE PAGE 10

Luxury & Office

HOT
STAMP

*
 PARKER, WATERMAN & ROTRING ONLY. 
FOR AMOUNTS UP TO 250 PIECES PER ORDER.
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8603 PU Charles Dickens® (approx. A4) zipped conference folder with a fifty sheet note pad, eight digit calculator and 
Charles Dickens® silk lining; presented in a quality nonwoven bag and box (excludes pen). Size 26 × 34 × 2 cm Packing details 
15 

5991 Charles Dickens® pen set, consisting of a grey metallic ballpen and rollerpen 
both with black ink; presented in a deluxe presentation box. Size 18 × 8,1 × 2,9 cm 
Packing details 30 / 60 

0973 Charles Dickens® writing set, with a pocketbook in approx. 
A6 size and a plastic ballpen with metal finishes, black ink. Size 17,5 × 18,1 
× 3,6 cm Packing details 10 / 30 

8473 Charles Dickens® writing set, including a metal mechanical pencil (0,7mm) 
and ballpen with a leather pencil holder; presented in a deluxe presentation case. Size 
4,7 × 16 × 2 cm Packing details 20 / 40 

0976 Charles Dickens® writing set, with a pocketbook in approx. A5 size and a 
plastic ballpen with metal finishes, black ink. Size 22,5 × 25 × 3,9 cm Packing details 
20 

1085 Charles Dickens® metal ballpen with silver trim and twist mechanism, black 
ink; presented in deluxe presentation case. Size 18 × 7 × 3 cm Packing details 10 / 
100 

3376 Charles Dickens® stylish metal ballpen with Swarovski crystallized elements, 
black ink; presented in a deluxe presentation case. Size 17,5 × 7,2 × 3,3 cm Packing 
details 100 

OUR
GREATEST

BRITISH 
STYLE

writing utensils 
& notebooks

Luxury & Office
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4297 A4 cork portfolio, with a rubber band closing, PU inside with a small mesh 
pocket for business cards, a larger pocket, a twenty page note pad, and an elasticated 
pen loop (excludes pen). Size 30,5 × 24 × 1,8 cm Packing details 20 

5470 Plastic twist ballpen, with one LED light on top, with silver tip, top, and ring, 
blue ink. Size Ø 1,6 × 13,2 cm Packing details 50 / 1000 

4580 Metal ballpen with silver trim parts, black ink; supplied in a matching tube. 
Size Ø 2,8 × 15 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

2057 Metal ballpen and rollerball set with extra blue refills,  presented in a luxury 
gift box with magnetic closing. Size 17,6 × 7,2 × 2,9 cm Packing details 25 / 100 

3337 Classic pen set consisting of a metal ballpen and rollerball, black ink; 
presented in a luxury gift box with magnetic closing. Size 7,5 × 17,3 × 3,2 cm Packing 
details 50 / 100 

WRITE IT
DOWN IN
WORDS

5786 Bamboo ballpen with metal trim parts, blue ink and supplied in a matching 
box. Size 16,2 × 4,5 × 2,4 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

3298 Pen set consisting of a lacquered ballpen and pencil in a matching colour 
metal presentation box, black ink. Size 16 × 5,4 × 1,9 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

Office & Business

TOP
15

PROMOTIONAL GIFTS FOR

office & business

CHOOSE A STYLISH 
PROMOTIONAL GIFT AND 
INCREASE THE LOYALTY 

OF YOUR CUSTOMERS.
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8613 Bonded leather (approx. A5) zipped conference folder, includes different 
pockets, a note pad, and an elasticated pen loop (excludes pen). Size 18 × 23,5 × 2,5 
cm Packing details 12 / 24 

8661 A4 Polyester conference portfolio (600D) with a four ring mechanism, note pad and document case with attached files case (excludes 
pens). Size 31 × 35 × 3 cm Packing details 5 / 10 

8617 Bonded leather (approx. A4) zipped conference folder, includes different 
pockets, a note pad, and an elasticated pen loop (excludes pen). Size 27 × 35 × 4 cm 
Packing details 5 / 10

3750 Aluminium credit/business card case with seven internal concertina pockets 
and push button for opening. Size 11 × 7,5 × 2,1 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

7229 Horizontal, curved business card holder with a magnet closing and velvet 
inside.  Size 6,3 × 9,7 × 1,6 cm Packing details 50 / 200 

7227 Vertical, curved business card holder with a magnet closing and velvet 
inside.  Size 9,8 × 6,4 × 1,6 cm Packing details 50 / 200 

7230 A5 Pad folio,  with a large internal pocket, one smaller sewed on pocket, an 
elasticated pen loop, and a 50 page lines note pad.  Size 23,2 × 17 × 1,8 cm Packing 
details 5 / 40 

7231 A4 Pad folio,  with a large internal pocket, one smaller sewed on pocket, an 
elasticated pen loop, and a 50 page lines note pad.  Size 30,8 × 24 × 1,8 cm Packing 
details 10 / 20 

Office & Business

This technique provides a permanent impression which can’t be 
modified. The upper layer of the material is removed with a laser. 
Colours can’t be applied with this technique and are determined 
by the material and/or other coloured underlayers of the products.t

     Unique option: 
laser engraving!

Our laser engraving option 
for item 7230 and 7231
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18 Season Gifts 201618 At home

OUR
GREATEST
 PROMOTIONAL 

GIFTS 
at home

INCREASE THE LOYALTY 
OF YOUR CUSTOMERS. 

CHOOSE A PROMOTIONAL 
GIFT THEY CAN ENJOY.

3724 Stainless steel salt and pepper mill. Size 3,5 × 11 × 18,5 cm Packing details 
36 

9037 Wooden cheese board with a metal cheese knife and a slicer, supplied in a 
gift box. Size Ø 25 × 1 cm Packing details 24 

4657 Wooden cheeseboard with magnetic tape strip and five stainlees steel 
accessories. Size 32,3 × 22 × 6,3 cm Packing details 10 

4962 Three piece, ABS cutting board set in a silver coloured holder; each 
cutting board is matched to a specific food group: blue is for fish and seafood, red 
is for poultry and meat, and green is for fruit and vegetables.   Size 9 × 24 × 33 cm 
Packing details 5 

6512 Stainless steel seven piece steak knife set; includes six steak knives with 
coloured PP handles in a rubber wood block.  Size 25 × 6,6 × 6,6 cm Packing details 
20 

4582 Wooden cheese set consisting of one cheese knife and fork with wooden 
handles and a steel waiters knife, packed in a box of which the lid can be used as a 
cutting board. Size Ø 18,7 × 3,6 cm Packing details 10 

Salt & Pepper
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7563 PVC transparent cooler bag with each panel filled with silicon gel. Size 9,6 × 
26 × 8,5 cm Packing details 30 / 60 

1041 Stainless steel champagne bucket, can hold approx. 4,5 L. Size Ø 21,5 × 20,5 
cm Packing details 12 

6817 Mosel wine set with a metal waiters bar knife and bottle stopper, supplied in 
a black gift box. Size 9,7 × 13,5 × 2,6 cm Packing details 30 / 60 

7240 Plastic, three function bar knife with two openers and a corkscrew. Size 
12,2 × 3,1 × 1,4 cm Packing details 12 / 240 

6832 Four piece wine set with a chess-game in a wooden gift box includes chess 
game, bottle stop, temperature gauge, drip neck collar and a waiters friend. Size 17,2 × 
14,2 × 5 cm Packing details 20 

6814 Five piece wine set presented in a wooden gift box (excludes wine); 
includes a waiters friend, temperature gauge, drip neck collar, bottle stop and a wine 
pourer bottle stop. Size 36,4 × 11,3 × 11,3 cm Packing details 10 

4680 Stainless steel cocktail set with a shaker (350ml), including an ice tong and a 
spoon; supplied in a gift box. Size 26,3 × 23,5 × 9,5 cm Packing details 12 

How do you prefer 
your cocktail?

At home
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6768 Exclusive four compartment tea box, made from bamboo. This durable 
promotional gift ensures an unforgettable tea experience and will impress both 
customers and relations. Includes 40 luxurious LoyalTea® foil bags. Available in 
4 different flavours. Size 15 × 15 × 10,2 cm Packing details 8 

6766 Experience for yourself why Sri Lanka is known for having the best tea 
varieties in the world. The LoyalDeLuxe Lover’s Leap consists of an assortment of 9 teas 
to enjoy the splendid effects of tea for every time of the day. Size 22 × 22 × 10,2 cm 
Packing details 8 7384 Glass tea mug (260ml). Size Ø 7,3 × 8,4 cm Packing details 6 / 72

6701 Small, wooden treasure chest, with two black leather strips and a carry 
handle. Size 14,5 × 25,5 × 21 cm Packing details 1 

3461 Reed diffuser with one glass bottle (100ml) of vanilla fragrance with 6 reeds. 
Size 25,5 × 6 × 6 cm Packing details 24 

1761 Polar fleece (170-180 gr/m2) blanket with a nylon carry strap. Unfolded size 
160 x 125 cm. Size 160 × 125 cm Packing details 20 

Also available
in medium 
and large

TEA TIME 
your favorite moment 

of the day!
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21At home

2855 Ceramic coffee mug with integral spoon (260ml) (sold per 36 pieces, price per piece). Size Ø 8,4 × 10,5 cm Packing details 36 
2880 Stoneware mug (300ml) with a black panel for drawing, includes one piece 
of chalk. Size Ø 8 × 9,5 cm Packing details 36 

3177 Porcelain cup and saucer (80ml) (sold per 72 pieces, price per piece). Size Ø 
12 × 5,6 cm Packing details 6 / 72 

2318 Eight delicious Dutch waffles with a caramel-like syrup filling in the middle, 
packed in a plastic bag and can with Dutch pattern, with a white lid for printing 
purposes. Starting from the production day, the expiration date is approx. 39 weeks. 
Size Ø 10 × 8,5 cm Packing details 24 

1124 New bone China, solid coloured, two tone mug (350ml). Size Ø 8,2 × 10,5 cm Packing details 12 / 48 

7381 Polyester 100% wellness set, with waffle design, consisting of: a bathrobe 
with two front pockets, a wash cloth (approx. 30 x 31 cm), a pair of slippers with small 
anti-slip silicon dots, all folded together and tied with a matching ribbon. Size 33 × 43 
× 5 cm Packing details 20 

5214 Bathroom set consisting of a sponge, sisal, nail brush and a pumice stone 
with a white cord, all packed in a wooden container. Size Ø 13,5 × 17 cm Packing 
details 24 

View 
the movie 

here

MIN: 2500

WARM IT UP 
ON YOUR CUP!
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4617 Stainless steel double walled vacuum flask (500ml). Size Ø 7 × 24,5 cm 
Packing details 24 

5233 Stainless steel drinking bottle (600ml) with matching coloured plastic cap. 
Size Ø 7 × 22,7 cm Packing details 35 

3481 Plastic travel mug (500ml) with a stainless steel centre. Size Ø 8,5 × 18,5 cm 
Packing details 24 

4666 Stainless steel double walled vacuum flask (500ml) and two stainless 
steel mugs (300ml); supplied in a deluxe gift box. Size 30,5 × 23,7 × 8,4 cm Packing 
details 10 

Active outdoor

OUR BEST MUGS AND 
BOT TLES TO MAKE 
GREAT OUTDOOR 

ADVENTURES!

7509 Aluminium drinking bottle with black plastic cap (650ml). Size Ø 7,2 × 21,5 
cm Packing details 24 / 48 

TOP
5

PROMOTIONAL GIFTS FOR

active outdoor
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7159 26pcs aluminium and metal toolset, packed in a tapered, plastic cassette. 
Size 9,3 × 17 × 4 cm Packing details 1 

6984 ABS pull light with a PC light bulb (1W) LED light, presented in a gift box. 
Alkaline batteries included. Size Ø 15,7 × 5,5 cm Packing details 20 / 120 

6639 Aluminium torch with three LED lights, telescopic function and flexible 
hat, includes a strong magnet on one end for hanging from the hod of the car, and a 
flat area on the handle for printing purposes. Batteries included. Size Ø 2,2 × 16,9 cm 
Packing details 50 / 100 

4837 Steel pocket torch with fourteen LED lights, wrist strap and supplied in a 
black presentation box. Batteries included. Size Ø 3,4 × 12,5 cm Packing details 25 
/ 50 

Lights & Driving

OUR
GREATEST
 PROMOTIONAL 

GIFTS 
lights & driving

DRIVING
IN STYLE

+ LONG 
LASTING 
ALKALINE 
BATTERY

View 
the movie 

here

View 
the movie 

here

2573 Polyester (600D) foldable car organizer with mesh pockets and two large 
compartments. Unfolded size 32 x 26 x 50 cm. Size 32 × 26 × 4 cm Packing details 20 

3190 Plastic car power adapter with one USB port, plugs into the car cigarette 
lighter jack to become a powered USB port, with an input of 12-24V, and an output of 
5V/800mAh. Size Ø 2,4 × 5,5 cm Packing details 120 / 600 
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4070 Automatic classic polyester (190T) umbrella with a wooden shaft and 
handle, with a Velcro closing. Size Ø 103 × 90 cm Packing details 12 / 24 

4147 Automatic pongee (190T) umbrella with sixteen panels, wooden shaft and 
handle and metal frame. Size Ø 112 × 93 cm Packing details 12 / 24 

4089 Manual polyester storm proof vented umbrella (210T) with a metal frame 
and shaft, foam handle;  includes a matching carrying sleeve.  Size Ø 130 × 100 cm 
Packing details 12 / 24 

4235 Clear plastic safety/fireworks glasses with six ventilation openings on each 
side. Size 16 × 5,8 × 5,5 cm Packing details 50 / 300 

9915 Plastic smoke detector alarm. Batteries included. Size Ø 10,2 × 3,3 cm 
Packing details 25 / 100 

SAFETY
   FIRST!

Rain & Snow

INCREASE THE LOYALTY 
OF YOUR CUSTOMERS. 

CHOOSE A PROMOTIONAL 
GIFT THEY CAN COUNT ON.

TOP
10

PROMOTIONAL GIFTS FOR

Rain & Snow
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4763 Plastic weather station, featuring a clock, alarm, calendar, temperature 
and humidity information. Supplied with batteries and a European mains connector. 
Batteries and adapter included. Size 17 × 9,2 × 4,5 cm Packing details 20 1743 Polyester fleece (200 gr/m2) scarf. Size 150 × 25 cm Packing details 160 

3199 Digital weather station with clock, alarm, week display, weather icons, 
in/outdoor temperature display in C/F functions, includes a DC adapter, batteries, and a 
digital wireless sensor. Size 2,5 × 11,3 × 11 cm Packing details 20 / 40 

5817 Plastic ice scraper in a nylon fleece glove. Size 1,6 × 16 × 27,5 cm Packing 
details 25 / 100 

5815 Plastic ice scraper with a solid colour handle. Size 7,6 × 20 × 2,1 cm Packing details 100 

5807 Ice scraper in a polyester glove with black fleece lining. Size 16,5 × 37,5 × 1 
cm Packing details 25 / 50 

5821 Plastic ice scraper with three LED lights, batteries included. Size 11,1 × 21,5 
× 3,6 cm Packing details 25 / 50 

6544 40 piece car emergency first aid kit in EVA pouch. Size 33 × 14,4 × 8,1 cm 
Packing details 8 / 16 

9905 Fibreglass fire blanket (430gr/m2) with 2 black cords,  packed in a red plastic 
case. Size 16 × 25,3 × 3,8 cm Packing details 20 

  LIKE  snow 
IN THE SUN

Rain & Snow
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6978 PC/ABS matt silver trolley with four spinner wheels, metal extendable handle, 
black zipper, with an integrated number lock where the pullers needs to be inserted. 
Size 57,5 × 38,5 × 22 cm Packing details 1 

6977 ABS trolley with four spinner wheels, a coloured, extendable metal handle, 
matching zipper and piping,  and a metal lock. Size 55 × 38 × 19 cm Packing details 1

5392 PC/ABS hard case trolley with four wheels, extendable handle, and integrated number lock. Includes metal plate for engraving purposes. Size 36,5 × 53 × 23 cm 
Packing details 1 

Pack & Travel
INCREASE THE LOYALTY 

OF YOUR CUSTOMERS. 
CHOOSE A PRACTICAL 
PROMOTIONAL GIFT.

TOP
10

FAVOURITE PROMOTIONAL 
GIFTS FOR

PACKED 
& 
READY 
TO GO!

Pack & Travel
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View 
the movie 

here

6304 Foldable polyester (600D) shopping bag with zipped side pocket and 
aluminium frame. Size 48,5 × 28 × 28,5 cm Packing details 10 

7508 Oxford fabric (320-330gr) foldable shopping basket, with an aluminium 
frame and handles with EVA foam grip; can be closed at the top with a zipper.   Size 48 
× 28 × 24 cm Packing details 12 

7510 Oxford fabric (320-330gr), cooler, foldable shopping basket, lined with foil on 
the inside, with an aluminium frame and handles with EVA foam grip; can be closed at 
the top with a zipper.   Size 48 × 28 × 24 cm Packing details 12 

7561 Oxford fabric, cooler, shopping trolley with aluminium frame and an EVA 
foam grip, the trolley needs to be assembled after delivery. Size 27 × 34 × 97 cm 
Packing details 6 

7512 Oxford fabric (320-330gr)  shopping bag with round aluminium handles 
with EVA foam grips. Size 50 × 18 × 39 cm Packing details 12 

7530 Oxford fabric (320-330gr) shopping bag with aluminium handles and black 
grim. Size 42 × 18 × 50 cm Packing details 30 

2140 Poly canvas (600D) laptop bag (14’) suitable for a tablet or 
small laptop, with a pocket in the front with Velcro closing, and a large 
zipped compartment. Size 33 × 23 × 5 cm Packing details 50 

CARRY ME away

View 
the movie 

here

Pack & Travel
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6449 PEVA garment bag with a zipper (approx. 72 cm) and a transparent window 
on the right side (approx. ø 8 cm). Size 104 × 64 × 0,4 cm Packing details 100 

3836 Luxury five piece shoe polish set in a deluxe soft feel PU case includes 
a shoe horn, brush, shoe shine, neutral shoe polish and a cloth. Size Ø 7,2 × 17 cm 
Packing details 20 

No creases -  
    guaranteed!

4214 Rollor® travel tie carrier with anti-crease rollology® technology; it allows for a 
tie to be packed, when rolled, in a compact and anti-crease manner. Size Ø 10,5 × 10,5 
cm Packing details 12 

4213 Rollor® travel suit carrier with anti-crease rollology® technology; it allows for 
a suit to be packed, when rolled, in a compact and anti-crease manner. Size Ø 20 × 66 
cm Packing details 1 

9102 Polyester zipped document case (600D) with a business card holder. Size 
34,5 × 25,1 × 0,3 cm Packing details 100 

9100 A4 Nylon document bag (70D) with a zipped pocket. Size 36 × 26,5 × 0,2 
cm Packing details 200 

6157 Polyester (600D) shoulder bag with two zipped compartment and an adjustable shoulder strap. Size 37,5 × 29 × 9 cm Packing details 30 

Pack & Travel

View 
the movie 

here
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9219 ABS telescopic selfie stick, expandable to a max of 110 cm, the handle 
includes a push button , and the bracket includes a white cable with plug. The bracket 
to hold the mobile phone is extractable to a max of 8,3 cm, can be moved in several 
positions. Size 5 × 32 × 2,8 cm Packing details 25 / 100 

1220 Plastic virtual reality glasses with adjustable distances between the two 
eyes and between the eyes and the phone. Includes soft rubbers for easy carrying on 
the head,  ventilation holes, and soft PU for the nose. Magnification is 3x. Includes black 
elastic wristband. Size 22 × 13 × 10,7 cm Packing details 30 

5957 ABS 2.0 USB hub with four colourful ports, cable is approximately 84 cm. 
Size Ø 7 × 14 cm Packing details 50 / 100 

4578 Modern, plastic wall clock, in the style of a wrist watch. Batteries included. 
Size 30 × 28 × 5 cm Packing details 8 / 16 

7407 Aluminium Bluetooth speaker, with a power output of 3.0 W SNR>85+2dB, 
speaker (20HZ-20KHZ) with a Li-ion battery input vof 400 mAh, including a line-in cable 
and a USB cable, has buttons to determine functions, a microphone input, and an 
on/off switch. Size Ø 6 × 5,6 cm Packing details 50 

  Plug it in 
        & connect

OUR
ABSOLUTE

 MUST HAVE 
gadgets

Virtual
    reality

Gadgets

6495 Large, alloy and mineral glass watch for men, with silicon strap. Includes a 
coloured ring on the dial, matching the strap. Presented in a clear plastic box. Batteries 
included. Size 10,5 × 5,7 × 8,5 cm Packing details 25 / 50 

6555 Small, alloy and mineral glass watch for women, with silicon strap. Includes a 
coloured ring on the dial, matching the strap. Presented in a clear plastic box. Batteries 
included. Size 9,5 × 4,8 × 7,3 cm Packing details 25 / 50 

View 
the movie 

here

View 
the movie here
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CHRISTMAS 
MARKET 
OUTLET

Christmas market outlet

EUROPEAN
CERTIFICATION?
YES, WE HAVE!

2187
Docking station.                           

6698
Large wooden chest.

9317
Trolley with extendable 
handle.

SALE !
6019
Leather Charles Dickens® A4 
zipper folder.   

6515
Weather station.

5370
Solar powered speakers.

6513
Weather station.

3249
Weather station with 
shiny rim.

0941
Manual umbrella.                             

6529
Binoculars. 8 x 21 
magnification.

3053
Polyester 240D backpack.           

1039
Wine cooler.

3247
Polyester 240d messenger 
bag.                

3648
Cheese board.

2747
Photo frame & 
weatherstation.

WHILE  
STOCK  
LASTS

SALE !

SALE ! SALE ! SALE !

SALE !SALE !

SALE ! SALE !

SALE !

SALE ! SALE !

SALE ! SALE !SALE !
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4019
Storm-proof umbrella.

3900
PU postman bag.                          

3264
Plastic weather station.                       

6457
Leather Charles Dickens® 
wallet.              

6968
Leather Charles Dickens® 
business card holder.     

6480
Umbrella in matching 
case.

6947
Leather Charles Dickens® 
zipper pencil case.        

4016
Umbrella with aluminium 
shaft.

1770
ABS digital wine 
thermometer.          

3224
Cotton stuffed, boy 
shaped doll.               

2422
Ratchet screwdriver.

2751
Cotton stuffed, girl 
shaped doll.           

4103
Umbrella.

4140
Classic style umbrella.

3574
Document bag 600D 
polyester.

3646
Pocket knife.

5843
Triangular city bag.

6476
Plush dog.

Christmas market outlet

WHILE  
STOCK  
LASTS

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !
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32 Season Gifts 201632 Christmas market outlet

Christmas  
sale!

8526
Bonded leather wallet.

5253
Warning safety triangle.

1084
Plastic electronic shower 
timer.              

3652
Eight function pocket 
knife.

5746
Ballpen with laser pointer.

LASER LIGHT! 2896
Porcelain mug , coffee 
design.

2771
Aluminium ladies purse/
credit card holder.      

4046
Metal ballpen with curved 
clip.           

6642
Cotton/neoprene oven 
glove.

4710
1 LED lantern.

3633
Laser pen with LED light 
and rubber tip.

6643
Neoprene oval shaped 
oven glove.

ANTI-SLIP!

2412
Pen shaped pocket torch.                

6475
Plush rocking horse.

8307
Notebook.

LASER LIGHT!

SALE !

SALE !SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !SALE !

SALE !

WHILE  
STOCK  
LASTS
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33Season Gifts 2016 33Christmas market outlet

Great 
offers!

1786
Wine bottle shaped 
opener.

4144
Neoprene case for MP3 /
phone.

7565
Snow glider.

3678
Ballerina letter opener.

5136
A6 Notebook bound in a 
PU case.

3443
Cosmetic bag.

6524
Tape measure, 2m.

4041
Calculator.

1769
Plastic piggy bank.

1798
Polar fleece scarf with 
glove

6297
Ballerina metal letter 
opener.                 

2526
Pocket light, keychain 
with one LED.               

4146
Mobile phone holder.

3969
Anti stress bowling pin.

6651
Ballpen suitable for 
capacitive screens.     

3198
Silicone speaker.

THICKNESS 
4 MM

THICKNESS 
2 MM

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

WHILE  
STOCK  
LASTS
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34 Christmas market outlet

3762
Neoprene mobile phone 
pouch.

5294
Large shopping bag.

2246
Two piece metal key holder.

6445
PVC zipped case with key ring.

6453
Nonwoven document bag.                             

3760
Felt mobile phone pouch.

8383
Polyester powerbank cover.               

5399
Stylus/screen cleaner.

5398
Phone holder.

4901
Key holder, € 1.00 or € 
0.50.

6606
Plastic ballpen and stylus.

4024
Plastic ballpen with 
coloured clip, black ink.     

3873
Plastic ballpen.

6595
Plastic ballpen with blue ink.

Great  
offers!

SALE !SALE ! SALE !

SALE ! SALE !SALE !

SALE !SALE !

SALE !SALE !

SALE !SALE !

SALE !SALE !

WHILE  
STOCK  
LASTS
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Printing techniques
A short description of available printing techniques to 
print your promotional products can be seen below. 

TAMPON PRINTING
A negative film is made and placed on a cliché. The cliché plate is ex-
posed to light with the film. The exposed part of the plate is hardened. 
The unexposed part get’s a small impression. The plate is put into the 
machine and filled with ink, the scraper slides over the plate which leads 
to a small layer of ink remaining in the impression. This is taken up by the 
silicone stamp and placed on the object, such as a pen. 

TRANSFER PRINTING
In this technique your imprint is applied on a (transfer) paper. The prod-
uct is pressed together with the transfer paper at high temperature. The 
transfer paper attaches itself to the product through the pressure and 
heat.  This technique is very suitable for flexible materials like umbrellas.

EMBOSSING
No ink is used in this technique, an imprint is made on or in a printing 
plate. By pressing this product on a soft material or leather product 
an imprint is made on it. This technique is very suitable for upscale 
products.

PAPER/STICKER
Paper can be printed offset. A printing press transmits the artwork 
to paper by using “u” (uncoated) colours.

DOMING
A layer of epoxy resin is applied on adhesive labels which have 
already been printed and cut. The layer is very clear and shows the 
printing below even more clearly. Also an extra dimension arises 
through the resin layer and ensures the protection of the printing. 

MUGS
Mugs are printed by using a special paper which has been edited 
by the silkscreen technique. The paper is pasted on to the product 
and placed into an oven. The heating process transfers the ink to 
the mug.

SUBLIMATION
An inkjet printer is filled with sublimation inks and with a specially 
coated paper the print is put on the product through a heat press.  
The ink changes into a gas and after cooling down becomes solid 
again with a superior printing quality.

SILKSCREEN PRINTING
The ink is pushed on the object through a gauze which has open and 
closed parts. The print is pressed on the product by a scraper which 
is moved across the gauze. Screen printing is used to print flat prod-
ucts. For products with a certain rounding such as buckets, the round 
silkscreen printing technique is used. With this technique almost every 
product can be printed.

LASER ENGRAVING
This technique provides a permanent impression which can’t be 
modified. Metal products are the most appropriate for this tech-
nique. The upper layer of the material is removed with a laser. Col-
ours can’t be applied with this technique and are determined by 
the material and/or other coloured under layers of the products.

DIGITAL PRINTING
The benefits of this technique are that films aren’t made anymore and 
no machines are set up. The pc from the supplier with the design is 
connected to a digital printer which can print on flat products. This 
way of printing results in very sharp images. Transparent stickers are 
also printed this way.

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
17
18
19
21
23
24
27
29
32
40
48
50
65

75
93
112
130
166
169
186
187
188
190

191
192

219
224
307
414
451
452
453
454
551
588

Neutral
Black
White
Grey
Green
Blue
Yellow
Orange
Red
Various
Burgundy
Brown
Ivory
Khaki
Pink
Pale blue
Light green
Neutral
Cobalt blue
Purple
Light grey
Pale green
Silver
Black/white
Red/white
Black/silver
Dark blue/powder 
blue/royal blue/ 
white

Red/white/blue
Mat silver
Off white
Atoll
Aqua
White/black
Shiny silver
White/blue
White/red
White/pale blue 
(ice)
White/light green 
(clear)
White/orange
Grey/green
White/green
Dark blue
White/purple
Metallic green
Metallic silver
Metallic red
Metallic blue
Pearl
Metallic purple

Not suitable for children under 
the age of three years

Not susceptible to 
interference from other 

devices

Eco-style productsSuitable for food and drinks

Electric and electronic products 
are offered separately for waste 

disposal

All umbrella’s are free from 
prohibited colouring dyes

Our products have no
banned AZO dyes

Our products are 
PHTHALATES free

Our products made from 
pluche are suitable for all ages

All of our products are BPA free, 
the material polycarbonate, has 

not been used

Our products are 
CADMIUM free

Made in Europe

Our electronic products have 
been tested for the RoHS 

directive.

Our wood products are 
responsibly treated  and user 

friendly

Our ink does not contain any 
harmful substances

SizesProduct features

Battery

Size indicationBluetoothMagnetReal leather

Safety / environment / health Colour codes

Diameter indicationThese products can be
used on a capacitive screen.

Custom made

* The icons in our catalogue are graphically designed and therefore sometimes different from the (legal) icons used in our packaging 
and/or labelling. No rights may be derived from this information. The placement of the icons in the catalogue is random; However, 
laws and regulations apply to all our products while the use of the icon does not need to be especially product or page related.

DON’T PANIC!
SAFETY FIRST!
Promotional products must comply with strict 
European laws and regulations. Each type of 
product has specific guidelines for this. Our 
products have an official certificate that proves 
that they comply with the European laws and 
regulations (RoHS, REACH, WEEE, etc.), as well as 
the social compliance in the field of promotional 
items.

WHILE  
STOCK  
LASTS
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